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Warning
This is a warning concerning the interpretation of the results presented in this report. The human
activities and pressures considered in this work remain incomplete and only represent a fraction of the
diversity of uses, their interactions, pressures and the effect of these pressures on the environment.
The choice of human activities and pressures studied in this report must not be considered
representative of the processes at work across the study area. These choices are a compromise
between advances in methodological developments, effectively usable data and the SIMWESTMED
project schedule. They are designed to illustrate the analysis and working methodology and to enable
comparisons and methodological discussions with SIMWESTMED project partners. Any use of this
work for the management of the territory studied would be incomplete and misplaced.
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INTRODUCTION
1. Context
The sea and the coastal shores and waters are an essential legacy to our societies. This
space is submitted to the continuous increase of a variety of different demands, concretizing different
stakes:
● Economic stakes that can be seen by evolution, densification and diversification of human
activities linked to exploitation of sea and coastal space, use of marine resources, living and
minerals;
● Strategic stakes that can be seen by the multiplication into multi-sectoral approaches,
increase of competition for space and resources and de facto by conflicts linked to the
existence of activities;
● Ecological stakes that can be seen by degradation of the ecological status. This degradation
is due to terrestrial and marine human activities which generate physical, chemical and
biological pressures. These pressures can impact marine species, populations and
communities, ecological functions and ecosystems services.
The progressive consideration of these multiple stakes and the obvious difficulty to balance
them are the basis of new and ambitious public policies. In the European Union, the Integrated
Maritime Policy aims to develop sustainable development, the maritime economy and coordination
between activities, and between activities and the environment. This policy is declined into several
directives including: the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD, 2008/56/EC), the
environmental pillar, and the Marine Spatial Planning Directive (MSP, 2014/89/EC), coordination and
economic pillar.
Marine spatial planning, as defined by the MSP Directive, enables stakeholders to apply
coordinated, integrated and transboundary approaches. MSP seeks to balance demands for
development with the need to protect the environment, achieving social, environmental and economic
objectives.
The co-construction of these policies depends on the collaboration between maritime actors,
state administrations and the ability to mobilize knowledge for describing, understanding and
synthesizing the processes and interactions in place. Their realization must consider:
● Knowledge of the ecological status of communities and ecosystems, and their spatial
repartition;
● Species, habitats and sites of major interest for protection and with management stakes;
● Knowledge of the spatial and temporal repartition of pressures from human activities;
● Knowledge of the effects that these pressures may have on the different parts of the
ecosystems.
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2. SIMWESTMED
The Supporting Implementation of Maritime Spatial Planning in the Western Mediterranean
region project (SIMWESTMED) brings together a number of partners - research organizations, marine
planning authorities and marine management bodies from France, Spain, Italy and Malta which are
officially mandated to carry out national MSP processes in the countries of the project. These bodies
have an extensive experience with regard to maritime planning, policy and management.
SIMWESTMED focuses on the two key objectives stated in the call of proposal of DG Mare:
● Support the implementation of the Directive on MSP in Member States’ marine waters;
● Launch and carry out concrete, cross-border MSP cooperation between Member States in the
Western Mediterranean region, involving four Member States and the relevant authorities
responsible for MSP in the selected area, the UNEP/MAP representation and the CPMR for
the level of the Regions.
SIMWESTMED partners address both key objectives through a variety of approaches,
including: literature and desktop research; future trend analysis; collaborative scenario development;
practitioner/stakeholder interview; development of case studies; and stakeholder engagement
mechanisms. Sub-themes relevant to both of the key objectives provide the context and scope for
how each of the methodological elements will be used. Such sub-themes include:
● Understanding current and potential future demands relevant to transboundary areas and
issues;
● Development and testing of approaches to stakeholder engagement within marine planning
processes in relation to transboundary areas and issues;
● Consideration of potential options for transboundary cooperation in preparing maritime spatial
plans.
SIMWESTMED outputs are practitioner focused, and aim at the identification and sharing of
best practice on: technical, (e.g. data management), scientific (e.g. ecosystem based management),
and social (e.g. stakeholder engagement processes) aspects of MSP implementation that address
barriers to implementation of the MSP Directive and effective cooperation on transboundary working
for MSP.
In this global context, with an enormous complexity of natural and human processes, this
action of SIMWESTMED aim to improve the understanding of interactions, to develop support for the
MSP processes on a transboundary context and to improve collaboration and information sharing
between partners about cumulative assessments.
The SIMWESTMED project includes a case study dedicated to the cumulative effects
assessment of anthropogenic pressures on the marine environment. This case study seeks to explore
tools, methods and data to assess environmental effects of maritime uses in the context of MSP and
transboundary issues. In this context it was chosen to work on marine mammals and seabirds and on
the most relevant anthropogenic pressures in terms of the likely effects on these communities and in
terms of spatial planning issues. The objectives of the case study are to share datasets between
partners and to facilitate the comparison of these datasets using a common grid, while also integrating
them in a cumulative pressures assessment tool in order highlight the exposure risk of marine
megafauna to concomitant pressures and to compare the results depending on the datasets used.
Consequently of the approach regarding cumulative effects, this work is also going to be a
transboundary exercise between institutions from Spain and France. Sharing data, exchanges about
methodologies in place in each country, comparison and working on a common and transboundary
area are topics which are going to be described. Implementation of MSP is described as
transboundary and this exercise can be a supporting experiment and provide lessons learned to
improve the Ecosystem Based Assessment and cooperation between planners.
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3. Marine megafauna issues in the case study area
The choice to study marine mammals and seabirds as ecological components is due to their
high mobility, which allows them to cover the entire case study area. Thus, these species are common
for Spain and France, which share conservation interests and target the same species in their Marine
Protected Areas. This study is a good example and an opportunity to develop cooperation and
projects between Spain and France in line with the recommendations of the MSFD and MSP
Directives.
Moreover, cumulative effects of anthropogenic pressures have been much less addressed for
pelagic ecosystems and top predators than for benthic ecosystems. This case study is therefore a first
attempt for France and Spain to develop a method that provides information on these issues in order
to inform public maritime policies.
The case study area includes French and Spanish waters, corresponding to the Gulf of Lion
and the marine area east of the Catalan and Valencian coast. This area includes the marine coastal
waters, continental shelf and slope, submarine canyons, and a large bathyal plain (Figure 1).
The Gulf of Lions is a passive, prograding continental margin that extends from Cabo de
Creus in Spain to Toulon in France (Louis, 1914; Russell, 1942; Ulses et al., 2008). It has an
unusually large continental shelf which is well defined at 100-200 m depth and a complex network of
submarine canyons reaching 2000 m depths. Some submarine canyons are located close to the
shore, such as the Cabo de Creus Canyon.
The area is among the most Mediterranean productive regions; it has particular climatic and
oceanographic conditions which determine its great productivity. Nutrients from rivers end in
continental shelf waters and in addition, frequent Tramontana and Mistral winds contribute to the
mixture of superficial waters and to the formation of deep and rich waters on both the shelf and
offshore. These particular conditions result in high seasonal concentrations of plankton in certain
locations of the submarine canyons, playing a key role as a refuge and reproductive habitat for a
variety of benthic and demersal species of commercial interest (e.g. anchovy and sardine as small
pelagics, hake, sharks and rays as demersal species).
The western Mediterranean is an important ecological zone for marine mammal populations
facing numerous threats related to human activities (UNEP 2013b; Panigada et al., 2017). These
1
conservation issues are taken into account in the context of the ACCOBAMS agreement and have
motivated the creation of specific marine protected areas close to or overlapping the study area.
Overlapping with the south part of the case study area, the “Cetacean migration corridor of
the Mediterranean” is a new Marine Protected Area (MPA) declared in June 2018 by the Spanish
th
Government according to the Royal Decree 699/2018, of 29 of June. Indeed, several studies (UNEP
2013a; Domínguez-Carrió et al., 2014; Gili et al., 2011) demonstrate the high biodiversity and
concentration of numerous cetacean species in the area and its special relevance as a migratory zone
in connection with breeding and feeding areas in the north Mediterranean Sea. The corridor has an
area of 46,385.70 km² and is circa 85 km of average in width. The area extends from nearly Cape
Creus (in Gerona) in the north to Cabo de la Nao (in Alicante) in the south; to the east, it is located
parallel to the coasts of Ibiza, Mallorca and Menorca Islands, at a distance of about 13 km; and to the
west, also parallel to the Catalan and Valencian coasts, at around 38 km.
2

The north-eastern boundary of the case study area is bordered by the Pelagos Sanctuary .
The Pelagos Agreement, creating the Sanctuary for Mediterranean Marine Mammals, was signed in
1
2

http://www.accobams.org/
https://www.sanctuaire-pelagos.org/en/
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1999 by France, Italy and the Principality of Monaco, where the project was officially registered.
Implemented since 2002, the agreement seeks to coordinate the three countries in their initiatives to
protect cetaceans and their habitats from all sources of disturbance: pollution, noise, bycatch and
injury, disruption etc. The Pelagos Sanctuary for Mediterranean Marine Mammals is managed by
three different authorities and includes coastal areas and international waters forming a large
ecosystem of major scientific, socio-economic, cultural and educational interest.

Figure 1 - The Gulf of Lion case study area in green. The map also displays the “Cetaceans’
corridor” in purple, the “Pelagos sanctuary” in dark blue, as well as the 15’ resolution square grid used
in the SIMWESTMED analysis.

Several maritime sectors are using the area and are concerned with MSP. Most of these
activities such as maritime transport, fishing, seismic survey, leisure activities and urbanization are
producing the most important pressures suffered by marine mammals and seabirds populations such
as collisions with vessels, visual disturbance, bycatch, entanglement in fishing gear, ingestion of
pollutants and waste, prey depletion, loss of habitats, disturbance from constructions or exploration
and underwater noise (Spitz et al., 2017; Morel et al., 2018). The impacts of these pressures on these
different species are relatively unknown or under study. The analysis focuses on activities and
pressures for which the effects on the marine megafauna are estimated relevant today.
Maritime traffic can be a source of a lot of disturbance. The main disturbances are
behavioural (change in both short-term and long-term), collision and underwater noise. Only the two
last pressures will be covered in this report and limited on marine mammals. Collisions between
vessels and marine mammals have been treated in several studies, which show that several types of
ships and a large range of speeds are involved in collisions (GIS 3M et al., 2010; Laist et al., 2001).
Collisions can imply lethal damage and less frequently corporal damage. However, gathering data
about effects and localisation of collision is very difficult. The main factor for estimated collision risk is
by the overlapping of cetacean habitat and shipping routes (GIS 3M et al., 2010). Maritime traffic can
also generate noise, but data about this pressure, considering this activity is available directly so no
new estimation will be pursued in this study.
Fishing is responsible for several pressures cited previously. In France, the national
stranding network and the Pelagis observatory, responsible for the MSFD Good Environmental Status
11

(GES) assessment of the marine mammals’ component of the Descriptor D1 “Biodiversity”, identify
bycatch as one of the main causes of cetaceans’ mortality (Spitz et al., 2017; Dars et al., 2017).
Seabirds suffer also from bycatching in nets, longlines and from competition by the exploitation of
their preys.
Over the last decades, the assessment of underwater noise and its impacts on marine
organisms has increase and became an important research topic. A wide range of scientific papers
have pointed out the effects of underwater noise on marine life, focusing on both behavioural and
physiological effects, and a series of reviews are nowadays available (Williams et al., 2015; Peng et
al., 2015; Kight and Swaddle, 2011, among others). Anthropogenic underwater noise may affect many
taxonomic groups, although research has mostly focused and highlighted effects on marine mammals
and fish (Annex I).
In addition, cetaceans and seabirds suffer from ingestion of marine litter and entanglement.
Fossi et al. (2018) counted the number of studies focusing on these interactions and suggested that
they have been documented in over 60% of all cetacean species. Moreover, the number of seabird
species negatively impacted by litter increased from 138 to 174 over the past two decades. The
ingestion of litter can occur directly (confusion of a waste and a prey) or indirectly (consumption of
preys that contain particles, regurgitation from adults to juveniles). Ingestion of wastes such as
plastics can cause several impacts (false feeling of satiation, blockage of the digestive tract, reduction
of fat stores and body condition, bioaccumulation of toxic chemicals) and can ultimately lead to death.
Entanglement can occur in ghost or active fishing gear and other types of plastic debris. Impacts are
injury, drowning, strangulation, and may compromise feeding, reproduction, growth and longevity.
In this context of high threats but complex interactions processes, the methodological
approach chosen has been to explore data, methods and tools and assess the likely risk of
exposure of marine mammals and seabirds to anthropogenic pressures. The approach describe
below is also a first contribution in order to produce diagnosis supporting the implementation of the
marine spatial planning in a transboundary context.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
1. Overview of the methodological approach and tools
The methodological approach used for exposure risk analysis is based on previous
developments made within the framework of the SIMCELT project and the CARPEDIEM project in
France. First methodological developments were carried out within the framework of the SIMCELT
3
projet (Quemmerais-Amice et al., 2017) and focused on the analysis of cumulative effects on benthic
habitats. The general approach is based on previous works dealing with the cumulative effect
assessment at global or regional scale (Halpern et al., 2008; Andersen et al., 2013; Robinson et al.,
2014; Van der Wal & Tamis, 2013; Korpinen & Andersen, 2016). The method includes activities and
pressures typologies as well as a relationship matrix between human activities and pressures, and a
sensitivity matrix describing the ecological sensitivity of benthic habitats to different pressures. These
matrix were developed on the basis of scientific and experts knowledge and allow to create a rational
and explained connection between benthic habitats and impact induced by human activities.
Associated with geographic information describing human activities intensity and benthic habitats
distribution they allow producing map of risk of cumulative effects.
The objective of the CARPEDIEM project, started in 2016, is to develop, supply and use a
spatial analysis methodology on a tool, providing a diagnosis on the interactions between
anthropogenic pressures and marine ecosystems. The tool intends to produce synthesis maps of
ecosystems, human activities, anthropogenic pressures and interactions between these pressures
and ecosystems. All of this work is presented in detail in the CARPEDIEM project methodological
report (Vanhoutte-Brunier et al., 2018).
For the SIMWESTMED case study dedicated to the assessment of cumulative pressures in
the Gulf of Lion, it was decided to work on marine mammals and seabirds and on the most relevant
anthropogenic pressures probably affecting them, and in terms of spatial planning challenges.
The method is divided into two main stages. The first step is to produce maps of human
activities and major pressures affecting marine mammals and seabirds. The second step is to
produce maps of the potential exposure risk for marine mammals and seabirds in order to locate and
rank the likely areas of overlap between the anthropogenic pressures and the marine communities
studied. As marine mammals and seabirds are highly mobile species, and human activities vary in
time and space, the analysis involves seasonal data (summer and winter) to take the temporal
dimensions into account. Meetings among SIMWESTMED partners have defined the activities and
pressures to be taken into account in the exercise, as well as the common grid to be used.
The analysis is based on structuring descriptive data on the marine environment. Descriptive
statistical and spatial data on human activities, pressures and ecosystem components are
summarised, harmonised and distributed across a marine area grid with a resolution of 15 minutes of
degrees (~28 km) (Figure 1). This resolution has been defined based on the coherence on mobiles
stakes and resolution of the raw data. Since marine mammals and birds are highly mobile species
and the raw data are limited, this resolution seems consistent to describe the general distribution of
the populations studied. In addition, within the framework of the project, this resolution is a
compromise allowing the exchange of human activities data between the partners, without being
constrained by the confidentiality or the statistical secrecy related to the data.
The main steps of the data analysis are shown in Figure 2. At each step of mapping analysis,
intermediate results are produced (multi-activities maps, multi-pressures maps, synthesis map of
3

EU Project Grant No.: EASME/EMFF/2014/1.2.1.5/3/SI2.719473 MSP Lot 3. Supporting
Implementation of Maritime Spatial Planning in the Celtic Seas (SIMCELT).
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marine mammals and seabirds), which provide a background knowledge for interpreting the final
analysis result.

Figure 2 - Overview of the 2 mains steps of analysis.

The assessment of the risk of exposure of marine mammals and seabirds to cumulative
pressures involves a specific vocabulary. The term “risk” puts the scope of results into perspective, as
they are not a quantitative expression of the measurable effects on biological communities.
Uncertainties linked to the results of the assessment are significant, due to methodological
assumptions aiming to simplify real conditions and the way in which species and populations respond
when they are exposed to a number of pressures. In our case, the term “risk” has no statistical
meaning as we are not seeking to calculate the probability that an effect will occur. The word
“pressure” refers to a change of status in space and/or time of the physical, chemical and biological
parameters of the environment that affect the ecosystem. Pressures are generated by human
activities on land and at sea, and influence the environment either directly or indirectly. The
expression “ecosystem component” can refer to benthic habitats, pelagic habitats, fish and
cephalopods, marine mammals, turtles or seabirds, etc. The term “concomitant” is preferable to
“cumulative” as the notion of “cumulative” implies that there are only additional, linear effects when
several pressures are exerted on a habitat or species. Many studies underline that there are various
types of interactions between effects, including additive effects, synergistic effects and antagonistic
effects (Korpinen & Andersen, 2016).
Two analysis possibilities were explored to produce maps of the risk of exposure of marine mammals
and seabirds to concomitant pressures. One of the most important issues was to collect and
harmonize coherent datasets between Spain and France, to try to carry out an analysis combining
datasets from both countries:
●
●

First analysis: Conduction of the analysis with French datasets;
Second analysis: Conduction of the analysis with mixed Spanish and French datasets:
Spanish datasets on shipping, fishing and underwater noise along with French datasets on
waste, fishing, marine mammals and seabirds, on account of the lack/ unavailability of
Spanish information in these fields.

Datasets are managed and used with a spatial database management system, PostgreSQLPostGIS, using the pgAdmin software suite. Each cell has a unique identification code and can be
selected and requested according to various criteria. Some data processing and maps have been
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made using the QGIS software, which very easily interfaces with the database. Statistical analysis has
been carried out using the R software. Figure 3 shows the main steps in the data processing chain.

Figure 3 - Software and processing chain for CARPEDIEM project

2. Datasets description
Identification, collection, quality assurance and raw data edition has been done. This very
time-consuming work has produced standardized data sets usable in the exposure risk analysis tool.
A major effort was made to produce datasets with a seasonal consistency (Table 1), a dataset
corresponding to winter and a dataset corresponding to summer (four months for each season).
This section presents the main information describing the origin and nature of the data
sources, the processing performed and the final datasets created. Datasets refer to a few species or
groups of marine mammals species and seabirds, shipping and fishing activities and associated
pressures, as well as pressures like underwater noise and marine litter.
One of the most important issues was to collect and harmonize coherent datasets between
Spain and France, to try to carry out an analysis combining data from both countries. Datasets
exchanged between partners are described in technical reports presenting essential information about
data sources, processing methods, units, coding, and data type.
Table 1 - Periods covered by datasets used to produce seasonal information

Season

Start

End

Years considered
(France)

Years considered (Spain)

Winter

1st November

28 or 29 February

2011 - 2012
2016

2009 - 2010
2015 - 2016
2016 - 2017

Summer

1st May

31st August

2012
2016

2010
2016
2017
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2.1. Marine mammals and seabirds datasets
Datasets describing spatial and seasonal distribution of marine mammals and seabirds
usually come from observations from boat or plane. Several surveys were realized in recent years:
SCANS (1994, 2005, 2016), SAMM (2011-2012, 2018-2019), ACCOBAMS (2018).
In this case study, modelization of habitat of marine mammals and seabirds (Table 2),
conducted by the Pelagis observatory and based on SAMM campaigns (air tracking of the marine
megafauna in France Metropolitan waters) and realized in winter 2011-2012 and summer 2012
(Pettex et al., 2014), were used. These models provide a daily predicted mean of the marine
mammals’ and seabirds’ densities (number of individuals per km²) per season (Figure 4). For
th
th
winter, the period considered goes from 17 November 2011 to 12 February 2012 and for summer,
th

th

from 16 May 2012 to 8 August 2012. The density prediction is made on a grid of 0.05 degrees of
resolution.

Figure 4 - Predicted habitat model of small dolphins during summer 2012 in the Gulf of Lion (15’
grid)
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Table 2 - Groups of species (in dark blue) or species (in light blue) for which predicted habitat
models are available (checked box) (adapted from Pettex, 2014)

Predicted density values provided by the Pelagis observatory were processed in order to
incorporate them to the 3 minutes of degrees’ grid and then to the 15’ grid of the project. Statistics
were calculated at this stage: maximum value, average value, median value and coefficient of
variation. They aim to minimize the loss of information due to switching to a grid of less resolution.
Table 3 synthesizes the main characteristics of cetaceans and seabirds data available and
used in the analysis.
Table 3 - List of cetaceans and seabirds data

Data

Intensity
parameter

Cetaceans

daily mean density
of cetaceans per
season

Unit per cell

individuals/km²
Seabirds

daily mean density
of seabirds per
season

Spatial
resolution

Temporal
resolution

3 min

Winter 20112012

15 min

Summer
2012

Data source

Pelagis
Observatory
(France)
Processed by
AFB
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2.2. Human activities and pressures datasets
2.2.1. Fishing
Fishing data are based on the vessel monitoring system (VMS) which provides, at regular
intervals, data to the fisheries authorities on the location, course and speed of vessels. The
compulsory VMS tracking for fishing vessels over 12 m in length was launched by the European
Union in 2009 (Council Regulation N°1224/2009). These data allow monitoring behaviour of fishing
vessels in real-time, in particular for control purposes.
In France, the Marine Fisheries and Aquaculture Directorate (DPMA) of the Agriculture and
Fishing Ministry is responsible for the VMS data. They provided formatted data of the French fishing
effort in terms of fishing time (hours) and ship numbers per type of gear, at a 3’ resolution and for
each month of the winter season 2011-2012 (November 2011 to February 2012) and the summer
season 2012 (May 2012 to August 2012). However, these data are not exhaustive because only
French boats are considered and some data are undisclosed (if there is less than 3 boats per cell per
period).

●
●
●
●

Data were incorporated in the 3’ and 15’ grids with statistics on the fishing effort:
Number of ships per type of gear, season;
Average and maximum number of ships per type of gear, month, season;
Number of hours per type of gear, season (Figure 5);
Average and maximum number of hours per type of gear, month, season.

Figure 5 - French fishing effort during the summer 2012 in the Gulf of Lion, all gear types
combined (15’ grid)
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In Spain, the spatial distribution of the activities of the industrial fishing fleet has been
analysed using the information contained in logbooks and VMS. The information in logbooks
corresponded to the period 2007-2010. VMS and logbook data were provided by the former Spanish
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment (MAGRAMA, in Spanish) the actual Ministry for the
Ecological Transition.
Regarding VMS, this tracking device sends a signal every two hours (ping) that contains the
code of the emitting ship, date, time, position (latitude and longitude), speed in knots, course, and
whether the vessel is carrying out fishing operations or not. There are many filters and processing
techniques used to eliminate signals not related to fishing activity (Lee et al., 2010; Hintzen et al.,
2011). In this study, the following processing technique was used: the time interval and the Euclidean
distance between successive signals were obtained, and each of these values were associated with
the first signal of each corresponding pair; when the time interval between signals was longer than
four hours, the beginning and end of each fishing expedition was determined; the average speed of
the vessel was calculated using the interval between successive signals (pings); vessels with less
than ten signals in a year were eliminated; signals recorded within a distance of three miles or less
from the closest fishing harbour were also eliminated. Each signal coinciding with a fishing trip
registered in the logbooks (according to the vessel code and the capture date) was associated with a
fishing gear and a fishing tactic. Based on the distribution of the frequencies of average speeds, a
working range for each fishing gear was defined, and all signals with associated velocities out of the
working range were eliminated (Hintzen et al., 2011).
The frequency distribution of the average velocities was used to determine the average speed
ranges at which we considered the fishing activity was carried out. The identification of these ranges
can be achieved by either locating changes in the tendency through the use of regression models
(segmented regression) or using available information from the fleet and observers aboard. In the
case of dynamic fisheries (trawling and hand-line trawling), both methods are used, whereas in the
case of static fisheries (purse-seine fishing, gillnet, long-line fishing and hand-line fishing), it is better
to use the information provided by observers aboard and the information obtained from the fleet
according to the frequency distribution.
On wide continental shelves with sedimentary bottoms such as in the North Sea, fishing
grounds are generally very wide. In these cases, after filtering and analysing VMS data, the
distribution of the fishing effort can be clearly observed. Therefore, areas containing points with no
fishing activity are scarce (Hintzen et al., 2011). However, fishing areas located on narrow continental
shelves with rocky mosaic bottoms or on continental slopes are generally tight and short. In these
cases, it is frequent to find areas where fishing activity is apparently being carried out when, in reality,
there is no activity. To eliminate false fishing activity, it is necessary to apply thresholds to define
when fishing activity is actually carried out.
Thresholds were applied to determine whether filtered data from VMS corresponded to the
real fishing activity. Thus, the effort value was assigned to each corresponding point where presence
of fishing was detected. Subsequently, it was necessary to set a threshold for the effort value below
which fishing activity was considered to be negligible or non-existent. Many methods are available for
that purpose (Jiménez-Valverde and Lobo, 2007) yet the techniques providing the best outcomes
were based on applying quartile thresholds. Points where fishing presence was detected were
eliminated according to the distribution of the effort frequencies. The use of other statistics based on
the generation of pseudo-absences to distinguish points with real fishing presence was not fruitful due
to the fact that efforts were located in specific areas. Thus, when pseudo-absences were generated
and those corresponding to locations of real activity were eliminated, it was found that pseudoabsences were always placed over zones of no activity; consequently, threshold values were so low
that we could not distinguish between real and false presences.
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Thresholds can be applied to fishing tactics or to fishing gear. If the relative importance of
thresholds is small, it is better to apply them to fishing tactics; otherwise, it is more effective to apply
them to fishing gear. In any case, 0.2 was considered to be an optimum threshold value. The spatial
effort estimation was carried out using a grid spacing of 15'.
Table 4 synthesizes the main characteristics of fishing data available and used in the
analysis.
Table 4 - List of fishing data

Fishing data

Intensity parameter

Unit per cell

Spatial
resolution

-Ships/season
(sum)
-Ships/month
(average, max)
-Hours/season
(sum)
-Hours/month
(average, max)

3 min
15 min

Temporal
resolution

Data source

All gear types
Nets
Seines
Surrounding
nets

Sum of fishing
effort in summer or
Pelagic trawls
winter.
Bottom trawls Monthly average of
fishing effort in
Dredges
summer or winter.
Rods and lines

Winter 2011- DPMA (France)
2012
Processed by
Summer 2012
AFB

Longlines
Traps
Other gear
Nets
Surrounding
nets

Winters
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010

Bottom trawls

Sum of fishing
effort in summer or
winter.
Rods and lines

Hours/season
(sum)

Longlines

15 min

IEO (Spain)
Summers
2007
2008
2009
2010

Traps

See Annex II for more details on fishing category.
2.2.2. Navigation
Navigation data is based on the Automatic Identification System (AIS) which is an automatic
tracking system used in collision avoidance, coastal surveillance and traffic management. This system
transmits messages including three information categories: static data (ship’s identification), dynamic
navigation sensor data (ship’s position and movement) and manually inputted voyage-related data
(destination) (Robards et al., 2016).
Since 2002, AIS is mandatory under the SOLAS convention (IMO, SOLAS Convention, Chapter V,
Regulation 19) and the European Directive 2002/59/EC for new ships (constructed after 1 July 2002)
of 300 gross tonnage and upwards. The implementation of the AIS for existing ships of that gross
tonnage was distributed between 2003 to 2007 according to the type of ship and the gross tonnage.
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Concerning fishing vessels, the AIS system is mandatory since 2012 for fishing vessels of 24 meters
and over, 2013 for fishing vessels of 15 meters and over, and 2014 for fishing vessels of 15 meters
and over.
In this way, the AIS system provides real-time information on nautical operations through the
exchange of radio messages, according to the ITU-established (International Telecommunication
Union) standard met by both ships and coastal stations, which are operated by maritime authorities.
Up to 27 defined types of messages provide position reports, static ship data, base station reports,
search and rescue aircraft position reports, security messages and other management of
telecommunications. Besides its use as a real-time information system of great utility for maritime
security, the information contained in such messages appears useful to conduct a variety of analyses:
the use of maritime areas in ports, maritime traffic intensity, compliance of restrictions in navigation,
fishing effort, underwater noise generated by traffic, to mention a few examples. To that end, it is
necessary to store the messages in an appropriate way so that their subsequent analysis conducted
with greater flexibility.
In France, all AIS messages received in the French reception area are stored in the CEREMA
database. FBA used the Envigis tool, developed by CEREMA, to extract and process this data. This
application allows querying the database with some filters, for example: temporal extent, spatial
extent, kind of ship, maximal calculated speed. Then it proposes several functions to process the
data. The selected function in this case study gives an intensity map (grid composed by cells of 1
minute): average number of ship tracks (per 24 hours) in each cell of the grid. Data are extracted per
ship category, season and year. Ships categories are based on type of use: passenger, fishing,
pleasure craft and dive, special ship, freight transport, high speed craft and other ship. The seasons
correspond to the summer (May to August 2016, 2017) and the winter (November 2015 to February
2016, 2016-2017).
To sum up, the first part of the process is made by using the Envigis tool. The output is an
intensity grid (1 minute x 1 minute): average number of ship tracks average (per 24 hours). The
second part of the process is to average the both years and to aggregate data in grids of different
size: 1’, 3’, 5’, 10’, 15’ (Figure 6).
French AIS data could underestimate the marine traffic. Indeed, a ship is counted only one
time in a cell during 24 hours, thus the round trip of a ship it’s not considered. This no-recount time of
ship is an input parameter, but it’s difficult to determine an average time of round trip for each ship
category. Thus, this input parameter has been set for all ship categories at 24 hours in order to allow
a comparison of the traffic according to the ship categories.
Regarding the Spanish side, the data source used was the historical AIS database (named
db_ais_data) developed by CEDEX from the AIS data flow provided by the Spanish Maritime Safety
4
5
Agency in the context of the PRISMA Project . Independent partitioned tables store 12 out of the 27
types of AIS messages (see Annex III for more information).
It should be noted that the origin of the information are coastal stations receiving AIS
messages. Therefore, signal out-of-shore reach is limited and dependent upon weather conditions,
generally recording a longer reach during summer seasons. In any case, a good coverage of AIS
signals in Spanish jurisdictional waters (i.e. EEZ) is estimated throughout the year.

4

SASEMAR, Sociedad de Salvamento y Seguridad Marítima.
Conducted by CEDEX for the Directorate-General for the Merchant Marine (Spanish
Ministry of Development).
5
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Figure 6 - Daily average marine traffic of passenger ships during the summers 2016 and 2017 in
the Gulf of Lion (15’ grid)

An additional limitation of the AIS data comes from the fact that some of the fields in certain
messages are manually defined, making them prone to errors. This fact does not affect the position
data, which are mostly automatic readings of a GPS positioning system, but may generate errors
related to, inter alia, vessel type, destination, dimensions, etc. Given the scope of this particular study,
a systematic check of such incidents was not carried out, although they are estimated to affect around
10% of the data.
Representative values of maritime traffic density within the temporal periods and the study
area agreed have been obtained from the database via SQL queries, providing “snapshots” of the
spatial locations of 9 vessel types (Table 5) present in the area, in a number of randomly selected
moments within each one of the assessment periods. All boats have been considered for the
purposes of maritime traffic analysis, whether navigating or not (moored, etc.).
Each snapshot represents the spatial distribution of the maritime transport activity at the
query time, as it displays instant vessel density maps projected onto the grid. The joint consideration
of multiple snapshots allows for the statistical assessment of maritime traffic in the study area for a
defined time period. The dataset available within each snapshot includes, for each ship, their category
(Table 5), position and speed. To conduct the analysis, 4 000 snapshots have been captured (one
snapshot every 45 minutes, on average), which is considered sufficient for the adequate estimation of
the indicators needed. These capture moments are chosen randomly within each station to eliminate
possible biases due to repetitive positions in fixed hours for regular high-intensity traffic. See Annex IV
for more detailed information on the processing methods.
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Table 5 synthesizes the main characteristics of navigation data available and used in the
analysis.
Table 5 - List of navigation data (according to French and Spanish sources)

Navigation data

Intensity
parameter

Unit per
cell

Spatial
resolution

Average number
of ship tracks per
day, per cell and
per season

Ships
tracks/day

1 min
3 min
5 min
10 min
15 min

Temporal
resolution

Data source

All categories
Cargo
Tanker
Passenger
Fishing
Pleasure craft and
dive
High speed craft
Special (military
ops, dredger)

Winters
2015-2016,
2016-2017
Summers
2016,2017

CEREMA
(France)
Processed
by AFB

Special (law
enforce, special
craft, medical trans,
anti-pollution, tug,
SAR, port tender,
local vessel)
Other
All categories
Cargo
Small tankers
(<187,5 m)
Large tankers
(>187,5 m)
Fishing and sport
vessels
Passenger

Ship density,
number of ships
per unit area and
within a defined
cell. (Standard
deviation, as well
as 90, 95 and 99
percentiles also
available);

Average
number
ships/ unit
area / cell
and
season

1 min
5 min
15 min

Winters
2015-2016,
2016-2017

CEDEX
(Spain)

Summers
2016, 2017

High speed craft
Special
ships

and

port

Other
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2.2.3. Underwater noise
Underwater noise can be divided in two categories: continuous noise and impulsive noise.
Continuous noise is related to a low frequency noise generated mostly by the marine traffic and can
be modelled from AIS data or measured with hydrophones in-situ. Impulsive noise corresponds to
impulsive signals produced by seismic prospection, underwater explosions and construction of coastal
and offshore infrastructures.
In France, SHOM is in charge of the GES assessment of MSFD Descriptor 11: noise
disturbances of anthropic origin (Le Courtois, 2017). In this context, its team created 0.25 degrees
grids at the metropolitan scale of impulsive sound and continuous sound:
● Number of days of impulsive noise in 2016 (Figure 7);
● Maximum sound level value (in dB) in the water column in 2012 and 2016, for the
frequencies 63 Hz and 125 Hz (Figure 8).
Impulsive noise data were collected directly from the operators and / or the state’s training
services and integrated the impulsive emissions register called SIRENE (Stephan, 2016). As the grid
produced does not match with the project’s 15’ grid, a work of data processing was done. Statistics
were calculated at this stage: maximum value, average value, median value and coefficient of
variation. They aim to minimize the loss of information due to switching to another grid.
Continuous noise data came from ambient noise models based on maritime traffic and
environmental parameters (bathymetry, sound speed profile and seabed composition), and were
validated by hydrophone measurements in-situ. The ambient noise was modelled at 63 Hz and 125
Hz because of the predominance at these frequencies of the noise of marine traffic on any other
source of noise (including natural sounds) (Stéphan, 2013). These grids required little data processing
as they corresponded to the 15' grid of the project.

Figure 7 - Impulsive anthropogenic noise in 2016 in the Gulf of Lion (15’ grid)
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Figure 8 - Continuous low frequency anthropogenic noise at frequency 125 Hz in 2016 in the Gulf
of Lion (15’ grid)

On the other hand, the estimation of underwater noise in Spanish waters has been carried out
based on the assessment of maritime traffic density using AIS data (see part 2.2.2. Navigation). In this
case, only ships sailing with a speed over 1 knot have been considered as contributors to underwater
noise. Vessels have also been classified in several categories; in this sense, their different
characteristics have been used in the model to assess their different contribution to underwater noise.
6

For the purposes of estimating the noise level emitted by each boat, the RANDI method has
been used. This method is based on cataloging 5 classes of boats according to two parameters,
length and speed. The formulation is as follows:

Parameters:
v: vessel speed in knots;
ls: vessel length in feet;
df = 22,3 - 9,77 x log (f), in the range (28,4 < f ≤ 191,6);
dl = (ls x 1,15) / 3 643,0; and
LS0 (f) = - 10 x log (10 - 1,06 x log(f) - 14,34 + 103,32 x log(f) - 21,45) for (f <500 Hz).
Calculations have been conducted for two frequencies, 63 Hz and 125 Hz, as recommended
by Dekeling et al. (2014). Table 6 shows the corresponding categories and values.

6

J. Ernest Breeding, Jr & Lisa A. Pflug. Research Ambient Noise Directionality (RANDI) 3.1.
Physics Description. Ocean Acoustics Branch, Acoustics Division. August 8, 1996
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Table 6 - Noise level per vessel for the frequencies 63 and 125 Hz

Frequency
(Hz)/ Type

Fishing
Vessels, dB

Passenger
Vessels, dB

Cargos, dB

Small
Tankers, dB

Large
Tankers, dB

63

133,974

172,414

163,925

159,871

164,918

125

124,536

161,895

153,530

149,883

154,398

For the purposes of obtaining such groupings and specific emission values, the
characteristics of vessels sailing in Spanish jurisdictional waters have been analysed, relating their
average speeds to their lengths, and thereby defining and characterising a small number of categories
according to the aforementioned formula.
For the purposes of the underwater noise assessment, received sound levels (RL, Received
Level) have been estimated by subtracting losses by transmission from the source level (SL, Source
Level) according to the following expression:
RL = SL-TL = SL - 15 log(R)
In practice, for the calculation in the 15’ grid, received sound levels are composed of the sum
of the sounds emitted in each cell plus the contributions of noise emitted in neighbouring cells, taking
into account the corresponding transmission losses in each case. To assess the received sound in
each cell due to the noise emitted in that same cell, an average propagation distance according to its
dimensions is assumed. For more details on the methodology adopted for the estimation of
underwater noise, see Annex V.
Results are displayed on a map, which shows both sound values emitted in each cell, but,
above all, for received levels associated to average traffic densities. Defined stations, frequencies and
level of detail of the calculation grid are available for consultation.
Table 7 synthesizes the main characteristics of underwater noise data available and used in
the analysis.
Table 7 - List of underwater noise data

Underwater
noise data

Intensity
parameter

Impulsive
noise

Number of days of
impulsive noise

Continuous
noise

Maximum sound
level value (in dB)
in the water
column per year
and for the
frequencies 63 Hz
and 125 Hz

Continuous
noise

Mean
value of received
sound levels (in
dB) per season for
the frequencies 63
Hz and 125 H

Unit per cell

Spatial
resolution

number of days

Temporal
resolution
Year 2016

15 min
Years 2012,
2016

decibels

decibels

Data source

1 min
5 min
15 min

Summer
2016
Winter 201617

Shom
(France)
Processed by
AFB

CEDEX
(Spain)
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2.2.4. Litter
The spatial distribution of marine litter (macro-waste and micro-plastics) data usually come
from visual counting by boat or plane, collecting on beaches or stomach dissection of fish, cetaceans,
turtles and birds. In most cases, variability of data sources and local scale of the studies prevents
large-scale representation of waste in the marine environment.
Floating macro-waste data used in this analysis come from SAMM campaigns (air tracking of
the marine megafauna in France Metropolitan) of winter 2011-2012 and summer 2012 organized by
Pelagis observatory (Pettex et al., 2014) and the Biological Studies Center of Chizé - CNRS. The
items, having a size above 30 centimeters, were counted following the strip transect methodology
(width strip of 200 meters at both sides of the plane). The other types of litters were not used in this
evaluation, due to a lack of knowledge and data available to modelize them.
Those data was pre-processing by Pelagis observatory to produce forecasting data
considering sample effort. This pre-processing is based on statistic model, generalized additive
models (Hilbe, 2014), which models non-linear relationship between marine litter data and explanatory
variables. Six explanatory variables were considered in this case: longitude, latitude, slope, distance
from the coast, distance from the 200 meters isobaths and distance from the nearest canyon. For
each dataset (summer or winter in Northern Atlantic Ocean or Western Mediterranean sea), models
with maximum of four variables are tested to fit the data. The models with the best fitting are selected
for the dataset forecasting. The two main hypotheses of this method are: all the marine litter float on
the water surface and the observers detected all items in the two strips of 200 meters. The major
limits of this method come from the data collection: items with a size smaller than 30 centimeters
could not be observed, several subjects are recorded during a survey and marine litter were not the
first priority, the observing conditions are not constant (light, wind,…) and it could have a seasonal
effect (the water is more rough in winter and moves the marine litter in the sub-surface of the water
which reduces the detection from the aircraft).
Density models were processed in order to calculate a daily mean density of floating
macro-waste per season that is the number of items per km² and to incorporate them in the 5, 10
and 15 minutes of degrees grids of the project (Figure 9). Statistics were calculated to minimize the
loss of information due to switching to a grid of less resolution: maximum value, average value,
median value and coefficient of variation value.
Unfortunately, the estimation of litters was made only on French waters (location of the
airplane tracks).
Table 8 synthesizes the main characteristics of macro-waste data available and used in the
analysis.
Table 8 - List of marine litter data

Marine litter
data

Intensity
parameter

Floating
macro-waste

daily mean density
of floating macrowaste per season

Unit per cell

Spatial
resolution

Temporal
resolution

Data source

items/km²

5 min
10 min
15 min

Winter 20112012
Summer
2012

Pelagis
Observatory
(France)
Processed by
AFB
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Figure 9 - Density of floating macro-waste during the summer 2012 in the Gulf of Lion (15’ grid)

3. Methodology for exposure risk analysis
3.1. Multi-activities mapping
A multi-activities map gives a qualitative and quantitative overview of the use of marine and
coastal areas, which is useful for marine planning. This spatial representation will show sectors with
potentially strong interaction between the activities themselves and between the activities and the
marine environment. Areas with fewer constraints between activities and with the environment may
also be located. It’s important to remain that only two activities are taken account in this analysis and
not represent all activities that generates pressures, as some of them are located on land.
Two indicators are calculated from the activities data for mapping the human activities:
●

Index of multi-activities presence (IMA_option1) corresponds to the number of activities
present in each cell over a defined period. The periods defined in SIMWESTMED project are
the winter and the summer. The diversity of datasets not allows focusing on one specific year
but only recent years (>2009) are considered.

Where:

●

Presence/absence of the activity i [0/1]
Number of activity sectors

Index of multi-activities intensity (IMA_option2) corresponds to the cumulative intensities of
each activity in each cell. For this approach, the intensity data for each activity is normalized
between 0 and 1 using a log transformation. This operation allows using a large diversity of
units. To avoid the fact that the sum of these intensities (IMA_option2) could be found in
different value ranges, depending on the number of activities present, the result is also
normalized between 0 and 1.
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Where:

Intensity of the activity
Number of activity sectors
Log transformation and normalizing function to obtain value in [0-1]

Descriptive data on human activities can then be used to map the pressures but some
pressures can be mapped without representing the source activities like underwater noise and marine
litter.
3.2. Activities - Pressures - Species relationship matrix
Intensity is the combined magnitude, frequency and duration of a pressure (La Rivière et al.,
2015). However, in this analysis just the magnitude is taking account and it is assumed that just the
location and intensity of the activity can be used to estimate the location and intensity of the pressure.
Furthermore, one activity can be the source of multi-pressures and one pressure can be caused by
several activities. In order to estimate the theoretical link between activities and pressures which can
be suffered by the marine megafauna, a theoretical relation matrix between the activities, pressures
and species has been developed with AFB experts of cetaceans and seabirds (Table 9). The risk of
exposure is also determined for the pressures directly assessed: ambient noise, impulsive noise and
floating macro-waste.
A confidence index for each relationship describes the level of expertise involved in
establishing the relationship between the activity and pressure. Interpreting the confidence index will
help update the matrix by identifying the relationships with insufficient expertise. For that relationship
matrix, the confidence index value was set at 3 because the experts were consulted only one time.
The matrix lists all pressures created by human activities and the theoretical exposure risk of each
species. It’s a qualitative assessment because the value of the exposure risk will be calculated later.
Using this list, the descriptive data on activities needed to map each pressure can be identified.
Table 9 - Relationship matrix between activities listed in table 1 and pressures. Relationship 0:
no exposure risk, 1: low exposure risk, 2: significant exposure risk, NA: unknown interaction. Confidence
index (1): insufficient, (2): low, (3): medium, (4): high, (5): very high, (NA): not assessed
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As said before, some descriptive data on pressures are already available without needed to
use activities data and relation matrix; it is the case for underwater noise and marine litter.
3.3. Single pressure and multi pressure mapping
3.3.1. Single pressure index (SPI)
The location and intensity of each pressure come from the descriptive data on pressures or
activities. In this analysis, the influence zone of the pressure and its persistency are not taken
account. Like the intensity of activities, the intensity of pressures is integrated into the grid.
In most cases, pressures are generated by several activities on land or at sea. Pressure
intensity can therefore be estimated by calculating the sum of the activity - pressure pairings
intensities. The methodological challenge of this calculation step is to assess the respective
contribution of each activity-pressure pairing to pressure intensity. For example, the navigation of
cargo ships and tankers generates a greater collision pressure than the navigation of pleasure crafts.
To resolve this methodological issue, a frame of reference needs to be developed to compare the
intensity of the pressure generated by one-off events caused by anthropogenic practices on a unit of
area. Until additional work is able to be carried out by experts to compensate this lack of knowledge,
this project uses the assumption that activities make an identical contribution to the pressure if they
generate it. The equation to calculate the intensity of pressure can therefore be written as follows:

Where:

Intensity of pressure j
Contribution of activity i to pressure j.
Determined from the relationship matrix
 If activity i generates the pressure j :


If activity i does not generates the pressure j :

Intensity of activity i, normalized between 0 and 1
According to the number of activities which generate each pressure, the intensities of each
pressure can be in different ranges of value. For example, a pressure generated by 5 activities has
intensity value between 0 and 5 whereas a pressure generated by only one activity has intensity value
between 0 and 1. To correct this bias, the intensity pressure Pj is normalized to always have a value
between 0 and 1. This value corresponds to the single pressure index.

Where:

Index of single pressure j
Intensity of pressure j
Log transformation and normalizing function to obtain value in [0-1]
3.3.2. Concomitant pressures index (CPI)

Two indicators are calculated from the pressures data for mapping the concomitant
pressures:
● Index of multi-pressures presence (CPI_option1) corresponds to the number of pressures
present in each cell over a defined period. The periods defined in SIMWESTMED project are
the winter and the summer. The diversity of datasets not allows focusing on one specific year
but only recent years (>2009) are considered;
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Where:

●

Presence/absence of the pressure j [0/1]
Number of pressures types

Index of multi-pressures intensity (CPI_option2) corresponds to the cumulative intensities
of each pressure in each cell. For this approach, the intensity data for each pressure is
normalized between 0 and 1 using a log transformation. To avoid the fact that the sum of
these intensities (CPI_option2) could be found in different value ranges, depending on the
number of pressures present, the result is also normalized between 0 and 1.

Where:

Intensity of the pressure j
Number of pressures types
Log transformation and normalizing function to obtain value in [0-1]
3.4. Risk of exposure mapping
3.4.1. Exposure risk to a single pressure (REX)

The first step in calculating the exposure risk to concomitant pressures involves assessing the
exposure risk of a species to each pressure. Exposure risk of one species of cetaceans or seabirds to
a single pressure is calculated from normalized intensities of pressures and normalized density of the
species studied.

Where:

Normalized intensity of pressure j
Normalized intensity of the species studied
3.4.2. Exposure risk to concomitant pressures (REXC)

The next step to obtain the exposure risk of the species to concomitant pressures is to sum
the exposure risks to each pressure. This index is also normalized between 0 and 1.

Where:

Normalized exposure risk to pressure j
Log transformation and normalizing function to obtain value in [0-1]

3.5. Assessment of the results quality
The quality of data sets used in this methodology is variable and qualified thanks to a quality
index attributed to each data set. Furthermore, the assessment of the exposure risk is based on
approximations and theoretical working assumptions. These drawbacks are an integral part of this
type of analysis and should not be avoided, especially if we wish to better identify the data whose
quality is a problem and / or the working assumptions that must be redefined. The evaluation of the
quality of the results will provide an estimation of the confidence that can be placed in the results and
will guide the work needed to advance the overall quality of the analysis and will support requirements
for data acquisition and/or additional scientific expertise.
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Calculating confidence index (CI) of the exposure risk to concomitant pressures takes into
account the data quality, the CI attributed to each pressure-species pairings and the predominance of
activities in each cell. For example, the calculation will give more importance to the quality index of the
activity predominant in one cell. The different steps and indexes calculated in this analysis to assess
the quality of the results are presented in this part.
3.5.1. Step 1 : calculation of confidence index for each pressure ICpj
For each cell, each pressure Pj will be associated to two indexes between 0 and 1:
●

Confidence index of the theoretical relations activities-pressures-species associated to
Pj (ICRT_AP_Pj)
It is based on the confidence indexes of the links activities-pressures-species (IndConf_gj,i)
which were weighted by the intensity of the different activities (Ai). For example, if only one
activity is present in the cell, this index will only depend of the confidence index of the links
between this activity and the pressure Pj. If no activity is present in the cell, the index will have
the maximum value. In fact, if the activities are not present, the links activities-pressures will
not have incidence on the final result.

●

Quality index of the activity data associated to Pj (ICQ_AP_Pj)
It is based on the quality indexes of the activities data (IQ Ai ) which were weighted by
the links between the activities Ai and the pressure Pj (g Ai/Pj). If the pressure depends on only
one activity, then the index will only depends on the IndConfAi value. If the pressure does not
depend on any activities used in the demonstrator, then the activities data will not have an
incidence on the final result ; the index value is 1 (maximal value) in this case.

From these two indexes, a confidence index for the pressure Pj (IC pj) can be calculated:

3.5.2. Step 2 : Calculation of confidence index of the exposure risk to each pressure
IC_REX_Pk
The CI in the pressure Pj (ICpj) and the quality index of the species data (IQ E) will be used to
calculate the CI of the exposure risk to each pressure Pj (IC_REX_Pj). Three cases can be
distinguished:
● If the density of the species in the cell is equal to zero (E = 0) but not the intensity of the
pressure j (Pj ≠ 0), then the exposure risk is null. In that case, it considered that the
confidence index of the exposure risk to the pressure j (IC_REX_Pj) only depends on the
quality index of the species data (IQE);
● Conversely if the intensity of the pressure j in the cell is equal to zero (Pj = 0) but not the
density of the species (E ≠ 0), then the exposure risk is null. In that case, it considered that
IC_REX_Pj only depends on the confidence index in the pressure Pj (ICpj);
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●

Finally, in the other two cases (either the density and the pressure are equal to zero or they
are different from zero) the value of the exposure risk depend both on E and Pj. In that case,
it considered that IC_REX_Pj depends on IQE and ICpj.

3.5.3. Step 3: calculation of confidence index of the exposure risk to concomitant
pressures ICrexc
The CI of the exposure risk to concomitant pressures (ICrexc) is calculated from the
confidence indexes of the exposure risk to each pressure (IC_REX_Pj). This index expresses the
confidence that can be afforded to the exposure risk in the cell considered. Here there are also two
cases to consider:
● If the sum of REXCpj is equal to zero, then the exposure risk to concomitant pressure of the
cell is equal to zero and ICrexc depends on all IC_REX_Pj in the same way and will be
calculated as an average of REXCpj;
● If REXCpj is positive, a greater importance will be done to the IC_REX_Pj of the most
important REXCpj in the calculation of ICrexc. Thus an average of the IC_REX_Pj weighted
by the REXCpj value will be calculated.

RESULTS
To illustrate the case study, simulations of exposure risk for one cetacean and one group of
seabirds are presented in this report. The other simulations are listed in the Annex VI and stored in
the document "Maps collection" (without maps comment).
The first simulation is based on French data and compares summer and winter exposure risk
to concomitant pressures of common bottlenose dolphin.
The second simulation concerns little shearwaters in summer, using a mix of Spanish and
French data. (Table 10). These species were chosen due to their high number of individuals (in
comparison with the other marine megafauna data) and the overlay with anthropogenic activities and
pressures. For this analysis, fishing data were used to calculate pressures of collision and visual
disturbance in place of AIS data of fishing boats, which can be incomplete as the AIS device is not
mandatory for all fishing boats. Moreover, impulsive underwater noise and floating macro-waste were
not used as pressures due to lack of data in Spanish waters.
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Table 10 - Source of datasets used for the both simulations. (Sim. = simulation, FRA = French
data, SPA= Spanish data, Mixed = mixed Spanish and French data)
Theme

Data type

Data

Sim. n°1

Sim. n°2

Activity

Fishing

Nets

FRA

Mixed

Surrounding nets

FRA

Mixed

Pelagic trawling

FRA

FRA

Bottom trawl

FRA

Mixed

Seines

FRA

FRA

Passenger

FRA

SPA

Cargo

FRA

SPA

Tanker

FRA

SPA

High Speed Craft

FRA

SPA

Fishing, pleasure craft, dive and
specific (military ops and dredger)

-

SPA

Pleasure craft and dive

FRA

-

Fishing

-

-

Specific (military ops and dredger)

FRA

-

Specific (law enforce, special craft,
medical trans, anti-pollution, tug,
search and rescue, port tender, pilot
vessel, local vessel)

FRA

SPA

Other

FRA

SPA

Continuous (125 hertz)

FRA

SPA

Impulsive

FRA

not available

Marine litter

Floating macro-waste

FRA

not available

Cetacean

Common bottlenose dolphin

FRA

FRA

Seabirds

Little shearwaters

FRA

FRA

Marine traffic

Pressure

Ecological
component

Underwater noise

See Annex II for more details on fishing categories.

1.

Simulation n°1: Summer winter comparison with French data
1.1.

Activities - Pressures - Species relationship matrix

Activities and pressures taken into account in this analysis were selected with regards to their
effect on the species considered, thanks to expert judgment (Table 11). Then, the activities and
pressures considered impacting common bottlenose dolphin are fishing and marine traffic, bycatch,
visual disturbance, continuous and impulsive underwater noise and floating macro-waste.
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Table 11 - Activity-Pressure relationship matrix for common bottlenose dolphin
Activity

Activity type

Nets

Surrounding nets

Fishing

Pelagic trawls

Bottom trawls

Seines

Pressure

Common bottlenose
dolphin

Bycatch

sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

not sensitive

Bycatch

sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

not sensitive

Bycatch

sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

not sensitive

Bycatch

sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

not sensitive

Bycatch

sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

not sensitive

Collision

sensitive

Visual disturbance

sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

not sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

not sensitive

Collision

unknown

Visual disturbance

unknown

Collision

sensitive

Visual disturbance

sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

not sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

not sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

not sensitive

Continuous underwater
noise

sensitive

Impulsive underwater
noise

sensitive

Floating macro-waste

sensitive

Passenger

Cargo

Tanker

High Speed Craft
Marine traffic
Pleasure craft and dive

Specific (military ops and dredger)
Specific (law enforce, special craft,
medical trans, anti-pollution, tug,
search and rescue, port tender, pilot
vessel, local vessel)
Other

-

-
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1.2.

Species habitat model

Figure 10 - Predicted habitat model of common bottlenose dolphin

In summer, Common bottlenose dolphin is more frequently observed along the coast on the
continental shelf, with a slightly higher abundance along the Spanish coasts and on the northern part
of Balearic Islands. In winter, this species is more frequently observed along the Spanish coast and
on the French banks, with a minimal depth of -1000 meters. (Figure 10)
As data came from a unique aerial survey campaign realized in 2011-2012, the assessment
has to be interpreted with caution.
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1.3.

Human activities: multi-activities mapping

Figure 11 - Number of activities for French simulation

Figure 12 - Multi-activities intensity for French simulation

In this analysis, the activities considered are fishing and navigation. For both seasons, there
are more activities (Figure 11) and a higher multi-activities intensity index (Figure 12) on the French
coast than the Spanish coast. It is explain by the data source: only French fishing boats and
navigation data received by French AIS stations were taken into account.
There are overall more activities during summer. For the both season, the cumulative
activities intensity is concentrated on the continental shelf.
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1.4.

Multi-pressures maps: concomitant pressures index (CPI)

Figure 13 - Number of pressures which can interact with common bottlenose dolphin for French
simulation

Figure 14 - Intensity of multi-pressures which can interact with common bottlenose dolphin for
French simulation

Pressures are only observed on the French side due to lack of input data on the Spanish side.
For both seasons, all the pressures occur on the continental shelf and extend up to the bank
except for bycatch and impulsive underwater noise which mainly occur along the coast (Figure 13).
The cumulative pressures intensity is high and concentrated on the continental shelf with peaks in the
east of Marseille (Figure 14).
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1.5.

Risk of exposure maps
1.5.1.
Exposure risk to a single pressure

It should be noted that marine litter, continuous and impulsive underwater noises data are
available only on the French side of the case study.

Figure 15 - Exposure risk of common bottlenose dolphin to impulsive underwater noise for
French simulation

The impulsive underwater noise is concentrated along the coast. The exposure risk to
impulsive underwater noise is overall low (maximal value: 0.1) but higher in summer than winter
(Figure 15). Few dolphins are concerned by this pressure.

Figure 16 - Exposure risk of common bottlenose dolphin to continuous underwater noise for
French simulation
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Figure 17 - Exposure risk of common bottlenose dolphin to floating macro-waste for French
simulation

The exposure risk to marine litter and continuous underwater noise is higher along the coast
in summer and on the bank in winter, where the anthropogenic pressures overlap most with the
habitat of this species of dolphin (Figure 16 and Figure 17).

Figure 18 - Exposure risk of common bottlenose dolphin to bycatch for French simulation

Bycatch is calculated from French fishing activities selected under the project. The exposure
risk to bycatch is concentrated along the French coast and higher in summer than winter (Figure 18).
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Figure 19 - Exposure risk of common bottlenose dolphin to collision for French simulation

Figure 20 - Exposure risk of common bottlenose dolphin to visual disturbance for French
simulation

Collision and visual disturbance pressures are calculated from marine traffic data. The
common bottlenose dolphin is sensitive to pleasure craft, dive and passenger navigation for both
pressures (that is why the maps are the same). The exposure risk to both pressures is overall low
(maximal value: 0.2) (Figure 19 and Figure 20).It is higher along the coast, with peaks on the Spanish
coast, north of the Balearic islands and the east of Marseille in summer; and only one peak the east
of Marseille in winter. The peaks in the Spanish side are explained by the high abundance of dolphins
and the peak on the French side is explained by a high pressure of navigation.
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1.5.2.

Exposure risk to concomitant pressures (REXC)

Figure 21 - Exposure risk of common bottlenose dolphin to multi-pressures for French
simulation

The exposure risk to multi-pressures is only observed on the French side due to lack of input
data of activities and pressures on the Spanish side (Figure 21). That is why the intensity is low along
the Spanish coast despite the abundance of dolphins. In the French side, the exposure risk is higher
along the coast during summer and on the bank during the winter. The summer peak is explained by
a high multi-pressures intensity and a moderate abundance of dolphins. The winter peak is explained
by a high abundance of dolphins despite a low multi-pressures intensity.

Figure 22 - CI of exposure risk to multi-pressures of common bottlenose dolphin for French
simulation
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The confidence index is overall high on the whole area (minimum of 80 percent) for both
seasons (Figure 22).The lower index on the coast is explained by the confidence index of the input
data: the majority of the input data is concentrated on the coast and has a lower index than the input
data on the bank.

2.

Simulation n°2: Mixed Spanish and French data
2.1.

Activities - Pressures - Species relationship matrix

Activities and pressures taken into account in this analysis where selected with regards to
their effect on the species considered, thanks to expert judgment. Then, the activities and pressures
considered impacting little shearwaters in summer are fishing and so bycatch (Table 12).
Table 12 - Activity-Pressure matrix of little shearwater
Activity

Activity type

Pressure
Bycatch

sensitive

Nets

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Surrounding nets

Fishing

Pelagic trawls

Bottom trawls

Seines

Passenger
Cargo
Tanker
High Speed Craft
Marine traffic
Fishing, pleasure craft, dive and
specific (military ops and dredger)
Specific (law enforce, special craft,
medical trans, anti-pollution, tug,
search and rescue, port tender, pilot
vessel, local vessel)
Other
-

-

Little Shearwater

Bycatch

sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Bycatch

sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Bycatch

sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Bycatch

sensitive

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Collision

not sensitive

Visual disturbance

unknown

Continuous underwater
noise

not sensitive
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2.2.

Species model habitat

Figure 23 - Predicted habitat model of little shearwater in summer

Little shearwaters are more frequently observed along the coast on the continental shelf, with
a slightly higher abundance along the French coasts (Figure 23). As data came from a unique aerial
survey campaign realized in 2011-2012, the assessment has to be interpreted with caution.
2.3.

Human activities and pressures
2.3.1.
Multi-activities mapping

Figure 24 - Multi-activities of little shearwater for Spanish and French simulation

The multi-activities map illustrates the fishing (using mixed French and Spanish sources) and
marine traffic data (using Spanish sources). The activities are concentrated on the continental shelf
(Figure 24). As the fishing effort is underestimated (due to lack of data), the assessment has to be
interpreted with caution.
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2.3.2.

Concomitant pressures index (CPI)

Figure 25 - Multi-pressures of little shearwater for Spanish and French simulation

According to Activities-Pressures relationship matrix of little shearwaters, this group of
species is sensitive to bycatch. Bycatch is mainly occurs along the coast. Its intensity is high and
concentrated on the continental shelf (Figure 25). Some peaks are observed in the French coats.
2.4.

Risk of exposure maps: exposure risk to concomitant pressures (REXC)

For seabirds’ simulations with Spanish and French mixed data, the map of the exposure risk
to one pressure is the same as one of the exposure risk to multi-pressures, due to the initial number
of pressures considered: only bycatch. Thus, only the last map will be explained.
The exposure risk to bycatch is higher along the coast, with peaks on the French coast,
where the anthropogenic pressures overlap most with little shearwaters habitats (Figure 26).The
confidence index is higher on the continental shelf than the bank because the majority of activities
data are on the coast.

Figure 26 - Exposure risk of little shearwater to multi-pressures for Spanish and French
simulation
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DISCUSSION
1. Lessons from this cross-border exercise
a) The networking between partners from the two countries involved in the project is an important and
needed first step for a better assessment of transboundary stakes and issues. Discussion addressed
many topics in order to lay the foundations for a mutual understanding. These discussions began in
February 2018 during the Task group interactions meeting in Marseille (Gimard et al., 2018). The
discussions continued later in 2018 and focused on the following topics:
● The perception of marine ecosystem management and spatial planning issues on both
sides of the border;
● Analysis methods and technical questions (data, tools, spatial and temporal resolution,
uncertainties, validation of results, transparency ...);
● The possible use of these approaches and their results in the framework of the marine
spatial planning: how to present and explain the results, in which instances to bring them
to the discussion;
● Data sharing and aspects related to confidentiality.
The work carried out in 2018 laid the foundations for a relationship between the project
partners. The constitution of this network, still fragile, is a necessary first step if one wishes to develop
coherent planning and management approaches on both sides of the maritime borders. The work
presented in this report ultimately illustrates the advances that have been made together.
After the end of the project, this network should be supported, politically and technically,
to continue to work and to progress on raised issues. Mutual understanding and the development
of shared and accepted methods must be considered in the framework of a partnership that goes
beyond the end of the SIMWESTMED project. The MSP Platform is progressively taking up the topic
to build and create this network at a European level. This initiative is really coherent with the lessons
learned from this exercise, and a declination of it, at the state level and technically oriented, should be
relevant too.
b) A very important part of the work concerned the development of a coherent and operational dataset
to implement and illustrate the method. The Spanish and French partners tried to mobilize and
prepare the datasets to form one interoperable between the two countries. This fairly original exercise
is particularly important for developing a shared and transparent understanding of transboundary
planning issues, very relevant regarding the marine world. Datasets presented in this report illustrate
this work. Many constraints and limitations were encountered and required an adaptation of the
desired ambition for the results. The main technical difficulties in building a coherent cross-border
dataset are:
● Data sources may not contain 100% raw data, jeopardising the possibility to manipulate
the data as wished (i.e. the possibility to produce comparable datasets);
● The methods are sometimes different to produce the datasets;
● The units and parameters are sometimes different;
● Not all datasets are available over common time periods and geographical areas,
● Some datasets do not accurately describe human activities and pressures and ecological
component;
● The right of access (confidentiality) to certain data and sharing with international partners
is not sufficient/ granted.
Some of these difficulties can be faced with methodological development, but they imply limits in the
interpretation done with the results. However, some difficulties cannot be solved at the project
partners’ level (among others, accessibility).
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c) The consideration of mobile stakes in Cumulative Effect Assessment is not as well developed as for
the habitats. This approach, new for the partners, has led to very interesting developments in the
methodologies, and improved the knowledges of issues to take into account in the processes:
●
●
●

Starting the reflexion on an exposure matrix for marine mammals and birds, improving the
knowledge about interactions of these ecological compartments with activities.
Integrate temporal variations for ecological stakes
Gathering of new pressures evaluation, and methodological development associated
(underwater noise, floating macro-wastes).

This work can be easily linked to current works in progress and will need to be maintained,
considering improvements identifies in this project but not solvable in its duration. The development of
a global assessment of concomitant effects, very relevant for MSP, is still in development and will
need time and lots of efforts to be reach a permissible level of confidence.

2. Contribution for maritime spatial planning
The implementation of the MSP and MSFD policies faces many challenges in the analysis,
cross-checking and synthesis of descriptive data of the marine system. This context should favour the
development of multi-purposes tools and cross-cutting approaches. Mapping the risk of interaction
between ecosystem component and human activities, including temporal aspects, is an objective to
address the entire complexity of the marine system, both human and ecological. As such, this
objective is inclusive to advance analytical approaches that truly integrate the human activities
planning issues and the challenges of achieving and / or maintaining good ecological status. At the
European level, recent studies argue in this sense the need to develop cross border and multiobjectives tools to meet these challenges (Depellegrin et al., 2017; Fernandes et al., 2017). These
studies and this report argue that the implementation of these marine policies, including the general
question of “cumulative pressures assessment” need to be addressed in a holistic manner with multiobjectives tools.
In the current state and despite the many imperfections, the methods and tools developed
within the framework of the project make it possible to produce synthetic seasonal maps covering
both sides of the maritime boundary. These maps relate to human activities and major pressures
potentially interacting with marine mammal and seabird communities. These results could be greatly
improved, while they could serve as a basis of shared knowledge and discussion for decision makers
in order to develop a coherent marine spatial planning on both sides of the border. This taking into
account conservation issues of our common natural heritage as well as economic, social and
temporal aspects of the activities occurring in “shared” marine spaces.
In addition, this “common, transboundary work approach” favours discussions and exchanges
on (and/or sharing of) data, methods and tools. It may lead to the identification of data produced by
scientific/ technical groups in other countries and therefore enhance data sharing.
It still remains many questions and challenges for integrating such approaches into the MSP
process. There are many data and methodological challenges to be addressed to improve these
analytical approaches for MSP. From this case study point of view of a cross-boundary approach, the
development of common methods and dataset is fundamental. This can be considered as an
opportunity to make teams of both countries working together with the concrete operational objective
to develop interoperable datasets and common methods and tools that can contribute to MSFD and
MSP issues. However, this objective points at the need for an effective coordination (vision, aligned
perspectives…) between the national administrations in charge of the MSP implementation, as well as
a clear mandate for the scientific and technical organisms involved in the generation / provision of
appropriate data and methods.
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This cross-boundary approach should be truly integrated into the MSP process and not only
on short projects. It could be interesting to integrate the MSP end-users of these analyses very early
and to involve them in the development of methods and analysis choices. Appropriate communication
on these methods and results in the context of the MSP should also help to better explain and value
this kind of approach.
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CONCLUSION
In the European Union, Marine Spatial Planning (MSP), as defined by the EU Directive
(2014/89/UE), is “a tool that enables stakeholders to apply coordinated, integrated and transboundary
approaches. MSP seeks to balance demands for development with the need to protect the
environment, achieving social, environmental and economic objectives, in an open and planned
approach”. By allocating space to maritime sectors and setting up clear rules for those activities, MSP
aims at addressing both economic and environmental issues linked with the blue growth.
MSP, as a process, must be based on a strong and shared knowledge of planned areas.
Distribution of each activity and its future spatial needs has to be evaluated as well as the location of
species and habitats, associated with a good comprehension of ecosystems functionalities. Moreover,
the understanding of how human and ecological components of the system interact is crucial. This
concerns both interaction between various maritime uses (conflict or synergies) and between uses
and environment (pressures and impacts).
The case study focused on the question of mapping the risk of interactions between a set of
human activities and multi pressures and some populations or groups of species of marine mammals
and seabirds. The main objective was to explore methods and tools for producing synthetic
cartographic information based on scientific/ technical data as well as on repeatable analytical
approaches. The ultimate goal is to produce diagnosis useful to managers and decision-makers
involved in MSP.
The maps displayed in this report and the map collection associated are good illustrations of
transboundary issues for conservation of marine biodiversity, particularly in the context of MSP. For
example, the distribution map of common bottlenose dolphins and little shearwater, in summer or
winter, shows the need to develop a coherent and coordinated management approach on both sides
of the maritime frontiers. In the same way, the example maps showing the multi-activities index, multipressures index and risk of exposure shows that the pressures on these species are distributed on
both sides of the border and that it is necessary to develop a coordinated management of these
activities. These maps also show significant challenges in building common interoperable datasets
that are necessary to have a comprehensive and shared view of the issues. All of these issues are
well known in the context of implementation of MSFD and MSP.
This experimentation could serve as a basis for developing cumulative effect assessment
methods which could help implement MSFD and MSP with common tools and approaches. These
methodologies and tools can play a key role in delivering ecosystem-based management approaches
into MSP.
The main challenge faced by this case study was the collection and production of coherent
datasets from both France and Spain. The other challenges was the methodological and technical
development for the assessment of the risk of exposure and the numbers of variation factors to
consider on ecological components like marine mammals and seabirds as a model relevant for the
MSP.
The main interest of the work carried out concern the networking of Spanish and French
teams involved in the project and the technical and methodological developments. The major risk,
regardless of the results and methodological approaches explored, is that this networking stops
directly at the end of the project. Indeed, the project has highlighted the potential of a shared technical
work, in terms of identifying scientific and technical teams across countries, identifying common
needs, identifying opportunities to cover knowledge/ methodological/ data gaps in neighbouring areas/
countries, or exchanging and building common methods for common analyses, for the purposes of
answering to concrete administrative requirements or needs. Mutual understanding and development
of shared and accepted methods must be considered in the framework of a partnership that goes
beyond the end of the SIMWESTMED project.
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ANNEXES
Annex I: Cetacean communication
Cetaceans use sounds to communicate, recognize and exploit the natural or artificial
environment and detect preys and obstacles (Lurton et al., 2007). Marine mammals have a hearing
scale that ranges from 10 Hz to 200 kHz. Odontocetes and especially dolphins communicate at
frequencies above 100 Hz (optimum between 10 to 100 kHz) and have an effective hearing at
frequencies above 500 Hz. Mysticetes like whales communicate at lower frequencies than
odontocetes: from 12 Hz to 8 kHz (often below 100 Hz) and their hearing efficiency is not known but
they are sensitive to low frequencies. SHOM (Le Courtois et al., 2017) has listed the impacts of noise
disturbances of anthropogenic origin on cetaceans in their report of the MSFD GES assessment for
the descriptor 11. Background noise (continuous noise) generated by maritime traffic can cover
animal communications. This phenomenon, called masking, presents a risk of disturbances of the vital
behaviors (reproductive success, cohesion of groups, etc.). In the long term, the increase in
background noise could weaken the health of individuals and lead to a decline in populations.
Moreover, exposure to signals of limited duration but of high power (impulsive noise) can cause
physiological trauma (temporary hearing loss, deafness, embolism, etc.) or acoustic disturbances that
may impact animal behaviors (interruption of vital activities, stress, fatigue, avoidance or even
desertion of habitats, etc.). These pressures lead to risks of direct or indirect mortality.

Annex II: Detail of fishing categories
Table 13 - Detail of fishing categories

Fishing type

Fishing boat

Pelagic trawling

Midwater otter trawl and pelagic pair trawl

Bottom trawl

Bottom otter trawl, multi-rig otter trawl, bottom
pair trawl and beam trawl

Seines

Fly shooting seine, anchored seine, pair seine,
beach and boat seine

Surrounding nets

Purse seine and lampara nets

Nets

Trammel net, set gillnet and driftnet

Annex III: Spanish AIS data source: the db_ais_data database
The db_ais_data database stores information in independent tables, which are partitioned by
months, and which stock 12 out of the 27 types of AIS messages along with the number of messages
per type over a defined time period. This is indicative of the database dimension, which currently
stores over 10 000 million records corresponding to the initial loading period, July 2015 - December
2017 (Table 14). Since then, the database has been subject to routine maintenance, involving
monthly addition of new records (January - October 2018).
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Table 14 - Types of messages stored in the db_ais_data database, according to the frequence
recorded in July 2017
Type

Name

Number of messages

1

Position report

426,382,761

2

Position report

489,939

3

Position report

68,317,752

4

Base station report

47,959,755

5

Static / dynamic navigation report

14,778,296

9

SAR aircraft flight position report

12

Addressed security message

14

Delivered security message

18

Position report equipment class B

19

Position report equipment class B extended

21

Aids to navigation report

3,783,644

24

Static data report

4,765,520

238,006
5,457
492
28,406964
25,971

Annex IV: Gathering and processing AIS data for the Spanish analysis of
maritime traffic
Each “snapshot” (i.e. instant capture of the maritime traffic activity) provides, for each ship:
1.
Its most recent position register (type 1, 2 or 3,Table 14) prior to the date and time
defined (within a short time period related to the intervals of time between messages
set in the standard), in combination with;
2.
The corresponding message (for this same ship) on the static/ dynamic navigation
report (type 5,Table 14) immediately preceding the position.
As detailed in Section 2.2 (datasets), 4 000 snapshots that were considered to conduct the
statistical analysis of maritime traffic (per season). Therefore, it should be noted that the treatment of
the total dataset was not intended, as the work was planned and carried out by means of a statistical
sample (although the one considered in the present analysis it is considerably extensive).

Figure 27 - Amount of data per snapshot for the four seasons considered in the Gulf of Lion.

Figure 27 shows the variability in data among snapshots for the different time periods
considered in the study. It should be highlighted that in the second time period, corresponding to the
summer season of 2016, in a span of a few days no data was recorded by reason of a discontinuity in
the data flow that feeds the Database. Due to the statistical approach adopted, such discontinuity is
not believed to affect the results in a remarkable way.
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Results have been evaluated for the following 9 boat categories:
● "Other", not assimilable to the following;
● Fishing and sport vessels;
● High-speed craft;
● Special and port boats;
● Passenger ships;
● Cargo ;
● Small tankers (length < 187.50 m);
● Large tankers (length > 187.50 m);
● All types of ships simultaneously considered.
Regarding the navigation status, two values were distinguished (and kept) to conduct the two
different analysis based on AIS data: for the maritime traffic assessment, all boats were considered; in
contrast, the evaluation of underwater noise involved vessels navigating at speeds over one knot.
For the vessels categories defined, and for each of the four stations and cells in the three
indicated resolutions, the following density statistics have been evaluated:
● Middle value;
● Typical deviation;
● Percentiles of 90, 95 and 99.
Selected data have resulted in 9 x 2 x 4 x 3 x 5 = 1 080 output tables that may be made
available in multiple formats (e.g. MS Excel).
Figure 28 shows a simple output of integrated summary results for the area of the Gulf of
Lion, together with the “Cetaceans Corridor” in Spanish jurisdictional waters (declared as a marine
conservation figure by the Royal Decree 699/2018), along with the set of options indicated above.

Figure 28 - Summary table of values in two study areas
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In addition,Figure 29 shows a scoreboard graphically displaying the average traffic density of
fishing vessels in motion during the summer season of 2016, in the 5' grid resolution.

Figure 29 - Graphic representation chart of maritime traffic density in the Gulf of Lion. MayAugust 2016.

Annex V: Assessment of underwater noise propagation. Theoretical
considerations
Summing up different sound levels
When two sound waves come from different sources or from a common source but through
different paths, their effects overlap. While this overlapping results in the addition of pressures and
instantaneous velocities, each wave maintains the ratio between its pressure and its velocity. For the
present study, it has been assumed that sounds emitted by the different ships are not correlated
within each other and, therefore, what have been added are the intensities and exposures, which are
proportional to the powers and equivalent energies respectively.
When the magnitudes (Xi) to be added are expressed by their (XLi) levels in dB, the resulting
level (in dB) is calculated by the following expression:
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The logarithmic scale is used, since it is frequent that adding amounts are of different orders
of magnitude, meaning that their addition would result in a value close to the largest original quantity.
Geometric divergence
Sound sources generate waves. The fronts of these waves move away from the source, and
their shape, in the vicinity of the source, is determined by the mechanism that generates the
oscillations. For example, the sound generated by the vibrations of a ship's hull produces waves that
initially have the same shape as the hull. As it moves away, the shape’s front is modified in a way that
is determined by the speed of sound and the driving direction in each point of the front.
In cases where the source has a finite size (as is usually the case), starting from a distance of
around several times the largest dimension of the source, wave fronts would be indistinguishable from
those that would be generated by a point source located at the geometric gravity center of the real
font. Based on this fact, characterising/ assimilating a finite source to a point source is common
practice. Indeed, in practice, measurements are made at fairly large distances due to the difficulties to
approach sources, while related errors linked to the receiver positioning remain less relevant.
Therefore, it is assumed that such a pressure would be equally produced by a point source and its
corresponding power output is calculated.
If measurements do not record intensities with spherical symmetries, it is assumed that the
source is anisotropic; therefore, the directional distribution of the power output is calculated and taken
into account in subsequent simulations.
If the source records some symmetry and the medium is homogeneous, related wave fronts
would also be symmetric. For example, wave fronts of a pulsating sphere are spheres and those of a
pulsating cylinder are cylinders. Wave fronts of a vibrating plane are parallel planes.
Acoustic rays are lines perpendicular to wave fronts, and represent the pathways through
which the acoustic energy generated by the source is propagated. In the three former cases, acoustic
rays are straight lines because wave fronts are parallel to each other. In a spherical wave, acoustic
rays start from the center (or the surface) of the pulsating sphere; in a cylindrical wave, acoustic rays
start from the symmetry axis, perpendicular to it; in a plane wave, acoustic rays are the lines
perpendicular to the plane; and, if it is a flat, vibrant sheet, acoustic rays start from the sheet, and are
perpendicular to it.
In a spherical wave, field tubes are similar to cones that have a vertex at their origin. The
energy flow is maintained along a field tube, and the intersection of this field tube with spherical wave
fronts generate areas that increase according to the square of the distance; in this context, the
acoustic intensity, which is the density of the energy flow, decreases according to this same
proportion.
In cases of isotropic sources, the acoustic intensity at a point located at a distance R from the
origin is:

where P is the acoustic power emitted by the source. Acoustic power is usually expressed as
2
intensity (W/m ) at 1m distance, and not as power (W). Therefore, and considering this as a
reference, the relative intensity is as follows:
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Which, expressed as levels in dB, corresponds to:

Therefore, a sound level reduction equivalent to 20 x log(R) dB is produced on account of the
geometric divergence:

The sound level reduction occurring during the propagation from 1 m off the source to any
point is called Transmission Loss (or TL), a term that originates in signal detection studies
(communications, sonar, seismic surveys) where all that is not reaching the recipient is considered a
loss.
In this case:

For a cylindrical wave, field tubes are conoids with a straight directrix on the emission axis. In
this case, the source is characterised by the power emitted per unit length (W/m) or by the intensity in
a cylindrical surface of radius I_ref. Surfaces intercepted by a field tube grow proportionally to the
distance r to the axis and, therefore, the reduction of sound levels by geometrical divergence is as
follows:

In a flat wave, flow tubes are cylinders. No ray divergence occurs and the intensity is thus constant along the
entire flow tube. For the estimation of transmission losses, geometric divergence has been prioritised over any
type of anisotropy, continuous refraction, refraction and reflection in interfaces of different propagation
speed, multipath and attenuation.
7

The approximation used in the calculations for transmission losses has been :
TL(dB) =15 log (R)
Where R is the distance to the source.

7

Modelled Mapping of Continuous Underwater Noise Generated by Activities. MMO Project
No: 1097. Marine Management Organisation. August 2015
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Annex VI: List of maps collection
All existing map are listed in Table 15 and stored in the document “Map collection”.
Table 15 - List of existing maps in the case study “Gulf of Lion”

global
FR

SP

Habitat model
Number of
activities

x

Multi- activities
intensity

x

common
globicelittle
little
great
bottlenose fin whale
phalinae delphinidae
shearwaters grey gulls
dolphins

terns

gulls

FR

SP

FR

SP

FR

SP

FR

SP

FR

SP

FR

SP

FR

SP

FR

SP

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Number of
pressures

x

Multi-pressures
intensity

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Exposure to
floating macrowaste

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Exposure to
continuous
underwater
noise

x

Exposure to
impulsive
underwater
noise

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

Exposure to
bycatch

x

x

Exposure to
collision

x

x

Exposure to
multi- pressures

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

Exposure to
visual
disturbance

Confidence
Index

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
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